GO WIRELESS

MAKE CHARGING EASY

PRACTICAL AND DISCREET

At home or when travelling, you need to stay free and independent.
No more worries about a ﬂat battery or a forgotten cable: placing your smartphone on the wireless
charger makes sure that wireless charging is always within reach.
With its shockproof and weatherproof design, it is ideal for busy public places such as hotels, bars,
restaurants, waiting rooms, libraries, etc., and you can even use it on the patio or by the pool.

Charging your mobile devices has never been easier!
Place your smartphone on the wireless stand, and charging begins automatically.
And, thanks to the built-in USB port, you can charge your tablet or another mobile device at the same time.
You can set the stand up in your entrance hall or above your kitchen counter, so that it is always handy
for charging the smart way.

The installable wireless charger adapts perfectly
to your furniture, at the ofﬁce or at home.
On a desk or the kitchen counter, built into
a bedside table or a console in the entrance hall...
it’s the perfect partner for your busy day.

Shockproof (IK8)
and waterproof (IP66),
it can also be installed
outdoors.

WIRELESS CHARGER FLUSH WALL-MOUNTED
IP66 - IK8
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WIRELESS CHARGER IN FLUSH WALL-MOUNTED
POWER STRIP

Extra ﬂat, suitable for installation
on a horizontal furniture surface
(Ø80 cut-out).
Supplied with a micro USB/USB cable,
USB mobile power supply.
IK 04 - IP 44 - Class II SELV.

CHARGE WITH NO WIRES,
NO RESTRICTIONS AND NO BUILDING WORK
No more searching for the right cable or an available socket; the power strip with wireless charger
is an ingenious little package of technology. Place it on your desk, at home or at the ofﬁce,
and you can charge mobile devices or your laptop, tablet, or even power bank, at the same time.
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WIRELESS CHARGER, INSTALLABLE
IN FURNITURE

WIRELESS CHARGER BUILT INTO
A MULTI-SOCKET TOWER

WHENEVER YOU NEED IT, WHEREVER YOU ARE...
Right where you need them and when you want them, Legrand wireless chargers bring you maximum possible autonomy
every day, so you can live totally mobile.
At home and at the office, Legrand wireless chargers can be installed anywhere, to charge your smartphones equipped
with a QI-standard induction charge receiver.
The QI-standard guarantees the compatibility of smartphones from different manufacturers with induction charging,
and guarantees you have the best of the technology without any connection constraints.

LEGRAND WIRELESS CHARGERS

PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR ALL CONFIGURATIONS
Legrand wireless chargers are ergonomic and functional, adapt to all environments and meet all your needs.

WIRELESS CHARGING
EVERYWHERE, WITH TOTAL FREEDOM

CHARGE THE WAY YOU LIVE
With Legrand induction chargers, experience the best of wireless, unconstrained technology.
No more ﬂat batteries! You can listen to music, watch a ﬁlm, or keep in touch with family, colleagues
and customers without any restrictions.

TABLEAU DE CHOIX

Mosaic
100% PRACTICAL

100% DISCREET

ZERO
CONSTRAINTS

100% ROBUST

IN A FLUSH
POWER STRIP

100% VERSATILE
(1)

0 681 18 + 0 674 62(1)
(2)

0 775 98

Niloé

6 647 97(2)

Axolute Bticino

BTH4285CW2(2)

Living Light
Bticino

BTLN4285CW2(2)

Valena Life
Valena Allure

7 531 14
7 551 14

Arteor

5 720 76

Céliane double USB mechanism to install the induction charger.
A unique colour: metallic ﬁnish.

FLUSH-MOUNTED
IN A WALL

0 775 99

BUILT INTO
FURNITURE

0 775 80

BUILT INTO
A TOWER

(2)

Franco-belge
0 503 98
Schuko
6 946 30

The induction charger is delivered mounted on its mechanism.
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